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Introduction
TVman Mobility is a personal TV tuner combining all the functions you need on the go in one device only.
It is cheaper, compact, lightweight and can fit in your pocket discreetly to follow you anywhere you go.
TVman is universal, it can work with over 100 models of smartphones, tablet and computer in the market.
The TV reception (TVman) is totally independent of the display (your tablet). You can therefore place TVman where the TV signal
is stronger (window) and keep the freedom to watch wherever you like (sofa, bed, Kitchen...), in the position you like, without
affecting the TV reception.
TVman can be programmed to record automatically the live TV so you will never miss any program anymore.
You can also use it as a Wireless Media Center to share your video, music, pictures or others files with up to 8 Smart devices.

On the Go
TVman creates it’s own WiFi to become a TV and media access point anywhere. No need of a router or Internet access
and with no effect on your 3G/4G data plan.
You are busy and the live TV does not always fit with your schedule? No problem,
you can take your TV and PVR with you anywhere you go to watch your favorite
program in live or record it if you are not available. TVman rechargeable and
exchangeable battery will entertain you for more than 4hours on the go.
Your smartphone memory is almost full? Use TVman SD card as a wireless
memory extension to store media files and play!
You want to share pictures and videos from your weekends with friends?
Want to entertain all your family while traveling? Use TVman as a media
center to share videos, musics or pictures with 8 devices at the same time!
You never have your power bank with you when you really need it?
Inconvenient to carry with you all day long? No worries, TVman can
also charge your phone!

“4 hours entertainment”

At Home
At home, TVman will automatically connect to your router and stream live TV and
media files in your home wireless network.
TV + internet
TV
Internet

TVman is an additional TV at home offering a second choice for your family.
No dispute on who will select the program for tonight!
It can be programmed to record automatically while you are away from home
on weekend, during vacation... Your favorite shows will be waiting for you!
Acting as a media center, TVman will share the TV recording, videos, musics, pictures
stored in the SD card through your wireless network.
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